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PLYMOUTH’S APPROACH TO CIL VIABILITY TESTING 
 

1. Establishing the Assumptions for the Viability Exercise 

1.1 GVA and Plymouth City Council developed the evidence base for the CIL Charging 
Schedule.  GVA has provided the Council with a set of assumptions (documented in an 
accompanying report) that were input into the relevant development appraisals.  GVA has 
also provided benchmark land values. 

1.2 The Council have consulted with Plymouth’s business community to ensure that the 
assumptions used in the appraisals reflect their experience.  In particular, the Council have 
worked with the CIL Review Group (drawn from the Plymouth Regeneration Forum) and a 
group of social housing providers from the Plymouth Housing Development Partnership.  
While the Council’s assumptions were broadly accepted, in several instances there were 
concerns expressed that they did not reflect their personal experience of property 
development in Plymouth.  The Council investigated these issues and made changes when 
appropriate. 

1.3 In addition to GVA’s considerable experience in the Plymouth property market, their 
viability assumptions were informed by the Council’s own experience in evaluating pro 
forma development appraisals and regularly monitoring development viability in Plymouth. 

1.4 An extensive range of development typologies and formats, geographies, and economic 
conditions were considered in creating the CIL rates.  The broad-based approach has been 
supplemented by GVA’s “reality-testing” of a number of actual key development sites in 
Plymouth. 

1.5 The baseline development viability scenarios and associated sensitivity analysis reflect the 
following sources: (1) the Council’s in-house intelligence about Plymouth’s development 
environment; (2) the comments and advice received by the Council through engagement 
with its local partners such as the Plymouth Regeneration Forum and the Plymouth Housing 
Development Partnership; (3) guidance and assistance from the Department of Communities 
and Local Government, the Planning Advisory Service, the Planning Officers’ Society, and the 
CIL Front Runners II Project; (4) property development cost and revenue data from a range 
of recognised sources such as the Land Registry, the Valuations Office Agency, BCIS and 
SPONS; (5) representations from consultations for previous versions of the CIL Charging 
Schedule; and (6) data and advice from GVA. 
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2. Differential Rates 

2.1 A simple, two-zone differential rate regime is being introduced by the Council based on CIL 
regulation 13(1)a  which states “a charging authority may set differential rates for different 
zones in which development would be situated”.  The basis for the zones is the 
preponderance of development that is likely to be built within them.  The Council’s central 
CIL zone is comprised of the City Centre and some adjacent areas.  The boundary of the 
zone has been determined with reference to where tall buildings (both residential and 
purpose built student accommodation) are most likely to be built.  It is also the expectation 
of the Council that many units within the zone will be delivered through tall buildings.  The 
evidence base shows that the development of tall buildings is currently less viable because of 
the significantly higher build costs.  It is also less viable because the return on investment 
from tall buildings is not realised before the completion of construction.  This is distinct 
from traditional residential development where a developer typically generates revenues 
across the build-out period. 

2.2 The Council had contemplated the creation of a more complex zone-based differential rate 
regime based on residential sales values.  For example, Land Registry data shows that 
residential values in Plymouth vary from neighbourhood to neighbourhood.  While this 
variability could serve as the basis upon which to introduce a differential rate system, the 
Council concluded that it would be extremely difficult to evidence, justify and implement.  
While residential sales values vary neighbourhood by neighbourhood, when the Council 
drilled further into the data it was found that values vary considerably within 
neighbourhoods.  Given Plymouth’s dense urban form, areas with high development values 
can be “cheek by jowl” with areas which are more challenged by viability.  The Council 
recognised the futility of reflecting street by street changes in viability within the CIL 
Charging Schedule.  Also, the Council felt that a differential rate system based on sales values 
would be more difficult for the development community to understand and the Charging 
Authority to administer.  The Council recognise that in less built-up areas such as a rural 
authority it might be easier to evidence the existence of discrete geographic zones based on 
achievable sales values.  

2.3 Another reason the Council rejected a differential rate regime based on residential sales 
values is that schemes continue to be developed in areas where the evidence base indicates 
they are not viable.  This led the Council to conclude that developers are able to create 
development value in areas where the generic data suggests this is challenging.  As a result, 
the Council recognised the difficulties involved with using generalised sales values across a 
set of appraisals to support a differential rate system in Plymouth. 

2.4 Since the differential rate system which the Council intends to introduce is not highly 
sensitive to the viability of each and every development proposal, the Council does not 
expect to impose the same pro rata planning obligations for each proposal.  In other words, 
the Council anticipates that development viability will continue to be a consideration and will 
use it to inform the level of planning obligations that it seeks.  In less viable areas of the City, 
as long as it is appropriately evidenced, the Council is likely to show greater flexibility with 
regard to planning obligations and development mitigation.   
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3. Development Typologies 

3.1 The Council reviewed the development typologies that are the most likely to be built in 
Plymouth.  The typologies were informed by the development aspirations in the Core 
Strategy and also by applications which have come forward in recent years. 

3.2 The CIL viability evidence base has not included models of mixed use development schemes.  
While Plymouth does have examples of such development, the generic modeling of the 
viability of different uses within a single project is problematic for the purposes of 
constructing a sound evidence base.  It is more useful to test each use’s capacity to pay CIL 
individually.  Since each development typology was put through a wide range of sensitivity 
analyses, the evidence base reflects how a particular use would perform on its own as well 
as well as part of a mixed use scheme. 

3.3 In some instances, more viable elements of mixed use schemes subsidise the less viable 
elements.  For this reason the CIL Charging Schedule was not set so high that residential 
development (which, for example, tends to be more viable) would be unable to subsidise the 
less viable elements (such as offices).  The CIL has also not been set so low that it provides 
an unfair advantage to residential development which is not required to subsidise less-viable 
uses.  As explained below, the CIL charges have been set at considerable discounts to the 
theoretical capacity of developments to contribute to the CIL. 

 

4. Macroeconomic Environment and the Property Market Cycle 

4.1 A development contingency which was modeled for the CIL viability evidence base was the 
impact of the macro economy/property market environment on property development in 
Plymouth.  While the Council have taken account of the impact that current conditions are 
having on development viability, it has also considered the impact of market deterioration 
and market improvement. 

4.2 Viability was modeled under three broad macro economic/property market scenarios.  
These are “recessionary”, “normal”, and “peak/optimistic” conditions.  The “recessionary” 
scenario is associated with conditions that began in 2008 due to the collapse of credit 
markets and the subsequent impacts.  While property values have recovered from their lows 
in 2009, they remain weak.  As of the writing of this report (May 2012), it had been 
confirmed that the national economy was officially in recession, having experienced two 
consecutive quarters of negative growth.  As a result, the risk of a “double dip” property 
recession in Plymouth is relatively high. 

4.3 The “normal” scenario reflects a market that would be more buoyant than current market 
conditions.  However, it is a scenario that could potentially be realised within a year if the 
economy begins to exhibit sustainable positive growth.  In fact, in the Bank of England’s most 
recent Inflation Report (May 2012) the forecast is for the UK economy to achieve its 
‘natural’ or sustainable long-term growth rate of 2% to 3% per annum during 2013.  This 
means that there is a realistic chance that Plymouth’s housing market could reflect “normal” 
conditions within a year.  A “normal” housing market is one in which house price growth is 
sustainable and reflective of the sector’s long-term house price growth trajectory.  
“Peak/optimistic” conditions are reflective of the period that Plymouth’s property market 
experienced during much of 2007.  It is unlikely that these highly favourable 
“peak/optimistic” conditions will be realised in most property sectors within the next 3 to 5 
years. 
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4.4 In setting the CIL charging schedule, the Council gave greater consideration to 
“recessionary” and “normal” macro economic/property market conditions.  The current 
environment is best captured by these scenarios.  These scenarios are also likely to 
incorporate the environment most likely to be encountered over the next three years. 

4.5 The Council has given considerable weight to domestic and global risks to the macro 
economy and property markets and has consequently taken a cautious approach towards 
the setting of the CIL rates. 

 

5. Development Appraisal Software and the Residual Land Value Approach 

5.1 GVA and the Council have modeled the viability appraisals that serve as the CIL evidence 
based using the ARGUS Developer (Circle Developer) software package.  This is industry 
standard software.  A Residual Land Valuation (RLV) approach has been employed.  The RLV 
approach generates a value for the land by subtracting all development costs from a 
development’s gross value.  This remainder is available for the purchase of land.  A range of 
benchmark land values (see section 9 below) were compared with the appraisals’ RLV’s.  
After benchmark land values are subtracted from the RLV, the final sum is what could be 
available for paying a CIL charge. 

 

6. Sensitivity Analysis 

6.1 The evidence base has been informed by sensitivity analysis.  This was critical for 
determining the appropriate level for the CIL charges.  Sensitivities were run on:  (1) low, 
medium and high development values (reflecting the variability across Plymouth); (2) the 
percentage of affordable housing provision (in the case of the residential appraisals); (3) 
affordable housing revenues (in the case of the residential appraisals); (4) a range of four 
benchmark land values; and (5) three macroeconomic / property market scenarios. 

6.2 Among the five sensitivities, those which were given the greatest consideration were:  (1) 
medium development values; (2) an affordable housing level of 15%; (3) affordable housing 
revenues which cover 70% of build costs; (4) the two middle-range benchmark land values 
(see section 9 below); and (5) market conditions that are “recessionary” and “normal”. 

 

7. Affordable Housing Provision 

7.1 In setting the CIL charge for residential development, the scenarios in which affordable 
housing provision is 15% of the total units (instead of the policy target of 30%) were given 
greater consideration. This reflects the current reality of what is being secured through 
negotiations.  The Council will continue to maintain 30% affordable housing provision as its 
affordable housing target and as the starting point for negotiations.  Any reduction in 
provision will be subject to an appraisal of viability. 

7.2 In the past two years most negotiations with developers that have involved a consideration 
of viability resulted in affordable housing delivery in the region of 15%. 
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8. Affordable Housing Revenue 

8.1 The assumption that the revenue generated by affordable housing development is equivalent 
to 70% of its construction costs is a proxy for the implementation of the Council’s affordable 
housing policy.  The Council’s Planning Obligations and Affordable Housing SPD provides 
information about the Council’s expectations about the provision of affordable housing in 
Plymouth.  The document also includes the amount that registered providers are expected 
to pay for affordable housing units.  In addition, the Government introduced the Affordable 
Rent model which aspires to generate higher levels of revenue than those for socially rented 
units.  Given that affordable housing is in flux, the Council reached consensus with the 
Plymouth Housing Development Partnership that the assumption is an appropriate proxy for 
how affordable housing is delivered in Plymouth. 

8.2 Revenue from government grants for the delivery of affordable housing has not been 
incorporated into the viability appraisals.  While the HCA continues to fund affordable 
housing schemes in Plymouth, the circumstances in which it is made available is difficult to 
anticipate.  As a result, a “no grant” assumption has been applied. 

 

9. Benchmark Land Values 

9.1 With regard to the benchmark land values which have been used to measure schemes’ 
capacity to pay a CIL, a range of four values has been used.  The values range from lowest-
value uses such as obsolete, contaminated industrial sites (EUV plus a 30% premium to 
ensure it is brought forward for development) to values which reflect full planning 
permission for the site’s highest-value use or alternative use value (AUV).  Greater 
consideration was given to the two values in the middle of the range. 

9.2 The lowest value scenario (EUV plus 30%) has not been given greatest consideration.  This is 
because the Council recognise the need in Plymouth for landowners to achieve a premium 
over the existing use value (EUV) in order to ensure that sites are brought forward for 
development.  Therefore we have given greater consideration to benchmark land values that 
are in excess of a 30% premium over EUV.  Land values for ex-employment land in Plymouth 
are among the lowest in the country and the ratio of residential and retail land values to 
employment land values is among the highest (as per data from the Valuations Office 
Agency).  Given this disparity, owners of ex-employment land in Plymouth expect to achieve 
sales that are significantly above a 30% premium over EUV. 

9.3 In recent years, there has been limited greenfield land coming forward for development.  
Most development sites have had a prior employment use and thus have had values 
considerably lower than that which reflects full planning permission (AUV).  Recent examples 
of land coming forward include former minerals quarries; surplus land from the estates of 
the Ministry of Defence (MOD); land freed up from the consolidation of large commercial 
occupiers (both manufacturing and offices); petrol stations; and obsolete waterfront 
storehouses, quays and port facilities.  Given the types of sites that have recently come 
forward, land values which are reflective of the highest value use (AUV) have not been given 
the highest level of consideration. 
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10. Considerations When Setting the CIL Charge 

10.1 In setting the CIL charges, the Council have taken a cautious approach so as not to put 
development viability at risk nor prejudice the delivery of affordable housing.  Therefore, the 
actual CIL charges have been set at significant discounts to the theoretical capacity of 
developments to contribute to the CIL.  

10.2 Another “reality check” imposed on the Charging Schedule is to ensure that the proposed 
charges don’t represent a significant proportion of overall development costs and/or the 
gross development value of the development.  This is to ensure that the CIL charge does not 
“tip the balance” against development. 

 

VIABILITY TESTING 

 
11. Residential Development 

Broad approach 

11.1 In previous versions of the Council’s Charging Schedule, differential rates were proposed to 
be based on whether the development was required to provide affordable housing.  (The 
Council’s affordable housing policy does not require schemes of fewer than 15 housing units 
to provide affordable housing).  After further consideration, it was decided that the Charging 
Schedule would not differentiate in this way. 

11.2 Although the evidence base shows that schemes which are not subject to affordable housing 
requirements may have a greater capacity to pay CIL, in some instances the higher unit costs 
of developing small schemes will impact negatively on viability.  Therefore it may be the case 
that higher per unit revenues which accrue to small developments (because of not being 
required to deliver affordable housing) are countered by a higher cost basis.  This was a 
factor in the Council’s decision. 

11.3 The Council intends to introduce a simple differential rate system based on the difference in 
the preponderance of development that is likely to take place inside and outside of a central 
city zone.  This is explained below. 

11.4 The CIL viability exercise has used BCIS for its base build cost assumptions.  (The appraisals 
also make allowances for external costs, professional fees, abnormal costs, and a range of 
other development costs.)  The BCIS data are derived from actual projects.   

11.5 With regard to the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH), BCIS incorporates an element of 
higher build costs associated with higher Code levels.  This is because a proportion of the 
projects in the BCIS database were built at elevated Code levels.  (It is worth noting that 
CSH level 3 has been implicitly implemented since 2010 when part L of the Building 
Regulations was updated.  The update introduced higher carbon reduction standards.)  The 
Council have considered the recent DCLG/Davis Langdon document on CSH costs (“Cost 
of building to the Code for Sustainable Homes”, August 2011).  The study shows that when 
CSH level 3 and 4 are achieved, base build costs rise by about 5% and 10%, respectively, 
over the part L 2006 building regulations.  The Council have ensured that the Charging 
Schedule allows for the possibility of delivering elevated Code levels beyond that which is 
currently required.  This is through the incorporation of a 5% build cost contingency and 
setting the CIL charge at a significant discount to the theoretical capacity of development to 
pay the charge. 
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Residential (less than 6 storeys)  

11.6 In creating the evidence base to support the CIL charge for residential development (less 
than 6 storeys), schemes of 1 unit, 5 units, 14 units, 15 units, 50 units, and 200 units were 
appraised.  Waterfront residential development of less than 6 storeys was also appraised.  
This is discussed separately below. 

11.7 Based on the viability appraisal scenarios which were given the most consideration, the 
theoretic capacity of development to pay a CIL ranges from about £50 per square metre to 
£414 per square metre.  The proposed £30 per square metre CIL charge reflects a discount 
that is at least about 40% (but in the majority of cases considerably greater) of the average 
capacity to pay the CIL charge across the most relevant scenarios. 

 

Residential (greater than 6 storeys) 

11.8 The evidence base looked at the viability of high rise schemes in the areas of the city where 
they are most likely to be built. 

11.9 The basis for the zone within which the Council proposes there will be no CIL charge is that 
it encompasses an area where tall buildings are expected to comprise / accommodate the 
significant majority of developments / units.  The boundary of the zone is shown on Map 1 
and the Map 1 Inset included in the Revised Draft Charging Schedule.   

11.10 In the Council’s “Design Supplementary Planning Document”, tall buildings are “any building 
or structure which is significantly higher than its neighbours and/or which recognisably 
changes the skyline.”  While the definition for tall buildings does not refer to a particular 
building height or scale, we have used the BCIS database to evidence the costs associated 
with buildings which are 6 storeys or more.  The BCIS database shows that such buildings 
are 57% more expensive to build (on a square metre basis) than housing in general. 

11.11 The evidence base for buildings greater than 6 storeys shows that they are unviable under all 
appraisal scenarios. 

 

Residential Waterfront Development 

11.12 Plymouth’s Core Strategy allocates a significant share of new housing units to Plymouth’s 
waterfront areas.  Residential waterfront development in Plymouth is expected to comprise 
a mix of tall and lower-rise buildings.  As residential development that is 6 storeys or greater 
has been confirmed to be unviable, the CIL viability evidence base has only modeled 
waterfront development that is less than 6 storeys.  Residential waterfront development’s 
higher cost basis has helped to inform our cautious approach towards the setting the CIL 
charge.  Currently, Plymouth’s key waterfront development site is in Millbay where some tall 
buildings are likely to be built. 

11.13 One of the significant costs of waterfront development is the provision of on-site parking.  In 
one of the waterfront scenarios that were modeled, an element of undercroft/underground 
parking for the flats portion of the development was incorporated.  Waterfront 
development without the undercroft/underground parking was also modeled. 
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11.14 While development costs can be higher for waterfront development, it is also the case that a 
number of waterfront sites which have recently come forward have had low existing use 
values.  (Sites which have come forward in recent years have consisted of surplus land from 
the estates’ of the Ministry of Defence or obsolete employment land.)  As a result, the land 
has transacted at low land values and / or with Homes and Communities Agency subsidy.  In 
addition, it is reasonable to assume that waterfront development is able to capture higher 
than average residential values.  Therefore, despite higher build costs, waterfront 
development’s sometimes lower land values and higher development values can enhance 
viability. 

 

Purpose-built student accommodation 

11.15 We are establishing a differential rate regime for purpose-built student accommodation 
based on the same geographic zones as those for non-student residential development.  The 
rationale for the differential rates regime is also the same.  That is, that within the central 
zone the majority of purpose-built student accommodation development proposals will be 
tall buildings which will also deliver a significant majority of all new student accommodation 
units in the zone.  Therefore, in setting the CIL charge for the central zone, the development 
scenario to which we have given greater consideration is for purpose-built student 
accommodation of 6 storeys or greater.  

11.16 According to a recent report by the property services firm King Sturge, Plymouth has one of 
the least developed student accommodation sectors in the country.  The considerable 
unmet demand for purpose-built student accommodation in Plymouth suggests that the 
viability outlook for the low-rise category is likely to remain positive for several years. 

 

Purpose Built Student Accommodation (less than 6 storeys)  

11.17 The evidence base shows that student accommodation which is less than 6 storeys is one of 
the most viable forms of development in Plymouth. 

11.18 The build cost data associated with purpose-built student accommodation that is less than 6 
storeys is from SPONS.  We have used mid-range build costs as a proxy for student 
accommodation of less than 6 storeys.  (For high-rise student accommodation which we 
expect to be delivered primarily in the proposed central city zone, we have used the higher 
end of the build cost range.)  We have corroborated the SPONS data with build cost data 
from BCIS and the Council’s own data gleaned from actual proposals for purpose-built 
student accommodation in Plymouth. 

11.19 The CIL viability exercise generated 56 scenarios for purpose-built student accommodation 
that is less than 6 storeys.  The baseline viability assessments reveal that the theoretic 
capacity of the category to pay CIL is in the region of £200 per square metre.  We have 
concluded that £60 per square metre is viable for all development formats in this sector.  
This reflects a discount of greater than 50% off the theoretic capacity to pay the CIL charge. 
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Purpose Built Student Accommodation (6 storeys or more)  

11.20 The build cost data associated with high-rise student accommodation is from SPONS.  We 
have used the higher end of the build cost range to model this category.  We have 
corroborated the SPONS data with build cost data from BCIS as well as in-house cost data 
gleaned from our database of actual proposals for purpose-built student accommodation in 
Plymouth. 

11.21 When the upper end of the range of build costs is incorporated into our appraisal models, 
the result is that this development category does not have the capacity to pay any CIL 
charge. 

 

12. C2 (care homes)  

12.1 The evidence base shows that only in the most optimistic scenarios do care homes have the 
capacity to pay a CIL charge.  Therefore the Council have not imposed a CIL charge. 

 

13. Employment uses - B1/B2/B8 (offices, R&D, light industry, storage, distribution)  

13.1 For employment uses, both City Centre and out of town locations were considered.  In only 
the most optimistic appraisal scenarios did the evidence base show that the development of 
accommodation for employment was viable in Plymouth.  As a result, the Council concluded 
that the development category does not currently have sufficient capacity to pay a CIL 
charge. 

 

14. Leisure  

14.1 In order to test the viability of the development of leisure provision, GVA advised the 
Council to analyse the viability of cinemas.  Cinemas were analysed on their own and as part 
of a mixed use development.  In each scenario which the Council modeled, the evidence 
showed that at the present time leisure does not have the capacity to pay a CIL charge. 

 

15. Hotels  

15.1 The evidence base shows that only in the most optimistic scenarios do hotels have the 
capacity to pay a CIL.  Therefore the Council has proposed to not impose a CIL charge on 
hotels. 

 

16. Retail (excluding food stores of 1,000 square metres or more)  

16.1 Given the diversity of retail locations and formats in Plymouth, the Council have considered 
a wide range of different retail formats for the setting of the CIL charge for retail. 

16.2 In assessing the capacity of retail (excluding food stores of 1,000 square metres of more) to 
pay a CIL charge the Council have also carefully considered the state of Plymouth’s retail 
economy.  Data from the Council’s annual retail survey shows a decline in retail occupancy 
from 2008 to 2011.  There has also been of a number of national and regional retail outlets 
which once had a significant presence in Plymouth.  These include Woolworths, TJ Hughes, 
Peacocks, Bonmarche, Derry’s Department Store, Barratts, Hawkins Bazaar, and La Senza.  
It is widely known that other retailers are also struggling.  The pressure on independent 
retailers has also been intense. 
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16.3 Despite the very difficult retail environment, the Council’s evidence base shows that in some 
instances retail development (excluding food stores of 1,000 square metres or greater) is 
viable when the reality is otherwise.  The difficulty of modeling viability for retail is that it 
assumes the existence of a willing retail occupier and incorporates the lease terms under 
which they would take occupancy.  However, given the weak state of the retail economy, 
retailers are not expanding so there are fewer potential retail occupiers looking for space.  
Unfortunately in some instances the appraisals are not able to reflect the significant lack of 
demand.  

16.4 Data from the Valuations Office Agency (VOA) corroborates the case for the weak state of 
Plymouth’s retail market.  Between January 2010 and January 2011, headline Zone A rents 
for standard shop units in Plymouth declined 20%.  As a result of this decline, Plymouth 
currently has the lowest headline retail rents among all the markets that the VOA tracks in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

16.5 Based on the viability evidence and corroborating information on Plymouth’s retail market 
weakness, the Council have not imposed a CIL charge.  It is important to point out that food 
retail units at a scale of less than 1,000 square metres are included in this group.  (This is in 
contrast to food stores of 1,000 square metres of greater where the evidence shows that 
the development format can sustain a CIL charge.)  This is because at the smaller scale, retail 
units lend themselves to a variety of both non-food and food uses.  In retail units which are 
smaller than 1,000 square metres, food retailers would expect to pay a rent at a comparable 
level to a non-food retailer.  (For a retail food unit of 1,000 square metres or greater, which 
we consider to be a destination in its own right, units in Plymouth are built to the unique 
specifications of a food retailer.  At the larger scale, a food retailer is likely to pay a premium 
and the retail unit generally has a number of unique features that ensure it is a destination in 
its own right.)  Therefore, a developer/landlord of a retail unit less than 1,000 square metres 
is unlikely to be able to capture a higher rental value from a food retailer that a larger unit 
will. 

 

17. Superstores / supermarkets of 1,000 square metres or more 

17.1 The CIL viability exercise shows that food retail units of 1,000 square metres or more are 
among the most viable forms of development in Plymouth. 

17.2 In the viability appraisals for the evidence base, there is a significant difference in the 
investment yield between non-food retail and food stores of 1,000 square metres or more.  
This has significant implications for the difference in viability between the two.  The quantum 
of the difference in investment yields can be considered a “risk premium”.  The “risk 
premium” between food and non-food retail ranges from 100 to 325 basis points.  In other 
words, the capital markets view non-food retail units significantly more risky as a 
development proposition than food retail.  This means that the prospect of developing food 
retail units of 1,000 square metres or more is far more viable than developing non-food 
retail. 

17.3 Another critical difference between large food store formats and large non-food retail units 
is the relative health of the respective sectors in Plymouth.  There is demonstrated demand 
for food retail units at a scale of 1,000 square metres or greater.  At the same time, the non-
food retail sector is in retreat. 
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17.4 In setting the 1,000 square metre threshold for food retail units, the Council have reviewed 
the existing retail provision in Plymouth and conferred with retail specialists.  We have 
concluded that in Plymouth, a retail unit of 1,000 square metres or greater has the scale 
sufficient to create a food retail destination and/or to anchor a shopping centre.  It is also 
sufficient size to do one’s weekly shopping.  This means that shoppers are willing to make a 
car-based shopping journey to the unit.  Formats below 1,000 square metres are unlikely to 
have sufficient floor space that allow for a weekly shopping.  At 1,000 square metres or 
greater, a retail unit is also likely to have its own dedicated parking provision.  These 
features contribute directly to the development viability of a food retail unit. 

17.5 We have established the size threshold of 1,000 square metres because retail units of less 
than 1,000 square metres tend to lack the critical mass of floor space that would enable it to 
draw a meaningful share of the food retail market.  Also, retail units of less than 1,000 
square metres are less differentiated for food versus non-food use.  As a result, a 
landlord/investor is less likely to be able to charge a food retailer a rental premium over 
what non-food retailers would pay to rent the unit.   

17.6 It might be argued by some that the size threshold for introducing the differential CIL charge 
should be less than 1,000 square metres.  Plymouth has examples of smaller formats which 
could be viewed as food retail destinations in their own right.  However, in setting the 
threshold at 1,000 square metres we have taken a cautious approach by proposing a scale at 
which there is the highest likelihood that all development in this category has the capacity to 
pay the CIL charge. 

17.7 The viability appraisals which evidence the level of viability associated with food retail in units 
1,000 square metres or greater have been corroborated by discussions with agents who 
confirmed that in Plymouth the investment appetite for large food retail formats is 
considerable and that additional food retail space is highly viable.  At the same time, non-
food retail is significantly less viable unless anchored by a large food retailer. 

17.8 To set a CIL charge for food retail units 1,000 square metres or greater, we have analysed 
development viability for a range of large food store formats, from stores that are more 
locally focussed (assumed to be located in a smaller shopping centres) to large stores (up to 
about 9,000 square metres). 

17.9 The £100 psm CIL rate is a discount which is greater than 50% of the theoretic capacity of 
such developments to pay a CIL. 
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APPENDIX – APPRAISAL RESULTS 
The following tables summarise the results of the CIL viability exercise.  The assumptions behind 
these results are discussed in the body of this report and the accompanying GVA Assumptions 
Report. 

The tables display the capacity of the different development typologies to pay a CIL charge (per 
square metre) based on different development assumptions and benchmark land values.  Those 
results which were given more consideration for establishing the CIL charge are in bold.  The 
rationale for why we have given these results greater consideration is outlined in the body of this 
report. 

 

What do the tables show? 

Each table shows a development category’s capacity to pay a CIL charge (on a square metre basis) 
in either a high, medium or low-value area of Plymouth.  Each row in the tables represents a 
different macro economic/property market scenario.  The top row reflects “peak/optimistic” 
conditions; the middle row reflects “normal” conditions; and the bottom row reflects 
“recessionary” conditions.  Logically, scenarios in the top row reveal a greater capacity to pay a 
CIL charge. 

Each column in the tables shows the impact of different benchmark land values on the capacity to 
pay a CIL charge.  The column furthest left displays the results from comparing a development 
scenario’s residual land value with a benchmark land value predicated on full planning permission.  
The column furthest to the right displays the results of a development scenario with a benchmark 
land value that reflects an existing use value plus a 30% premium.  The two middle columns display 
scenarios that fall within the middle of the range.  Logically, as one moves from left to right (and 
benchmark land values fall), the capacity of developments to pay a CIL increases. 

 

How have the figures in the tables been calculated? 

Each figure in the tables has been calculated by the following steps:  (1) A viability appraisal for a 
given development scenario generates a residual land value.  (The residual land value is the amount 
of money left over after all the development costs are subtracted from the gross development 
value of the site.)  (2)  This is compared to a corresponding benchmark land value.  The 
benchmark land value is subtracted from the residual land value to calculate the total amount that 
is available from the development to pay a CIL charge.  (3)  Finally, the amount available to pay a 
CIL charge is divided by the gross internal area (of the development scenario’s built provision in 
square metres) to generate the development scenario’s capacity to pay a CIL charge (on a square 
metre basis).  This is the figure which populates the tables. 

 

What do the colours in the tables mean? 

The areas in red are scenarios which have no capacity to pay a CIL because the development 
scenario generates a residual land value which is less than its benchmark land value.  Thus, the 
figures in the red cells are negative.  The areas in green are for development scenarios which 
generate a residual land value that is greater than its benchmark land value. 
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Appraisal results for Residential 

 

1 unit

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £131.66 £287.15 £442.64 £531.27

Normal (£275 psf) -£62.08 £93.41 £248.90 £337.53
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£255.82 -£100.33 £55.16 £143.79

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £8.77 £55.42 £117.61 £147.16

Normal (£220 psf) -£146.22 -£99.58 -£37.38 -£7.84
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£302.04 -£255.39 -£193.19 -£163.65

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£400.77 -£354.12 -£307.47 -£284.15

Normal (£165 psf) -£521.62 -£474.97 -£428.32 -£405.00
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£642.91 -£596.26 -£549.61 -£526.29

 
 

5 units

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £557.50 £713.04 £868.58 £957.24

Normal (£275 psf) £370.02 £525.56 £681.10 £769.76
Recessionary (£250 psf) £182.54 £338.08 £493.62 £582.28

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £449.74 £496.40 £558.62 £588.17

Normal (£220 psf) £299.76 £346.42 £408.64 £438.19
Recessionary (£200 psf) £149.77 £196.44 £258.65 £288.21

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) £62.01 £108.67 £155.33 £178.66

Normal (£165 psf) -£50.48 -£3.82 £42.84 £66.18
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£162.97 -£116.31 -£69.64 -£46.31
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14 Units

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £470.77 £629.49 £788.21 £878.68

Normal (£275 psf) £290.05 £448.77 £607.49 £697.96
Recessionary (£250 psf) £109.33 £268.05 £426.77 £517.24

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £386.23 £433.84 £497.33 £527.49

Normal (£220 psf) £241.65 £289.27 £352.76 £382.91
Recessionary (£200 psf) £97.07 £144.69 £208.18 £238.34

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) £15.99 £63.60 £111.22 £135.03

Normal (£165 psf) -£92.44 -£44.83 £2.79 £26.60
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£200.88 -£153.26 -£105.64 -£81.83

 
 

 

15 Units - 30% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £102.84 £314.96 £527.07 £647.97

Normal (£275 psf) -£79.86 £132.26 £344.37 £465.27
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£262.56 -£50.44 £161.67 £282.58

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £131.01 £194.65 £279.49 £319.79

Normal (£220 psf) -£15.15 £48.49 £133.33 £173.64
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£161.30 -£97.67 -£12.83 £27.48

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£222.62 -£158.98 -£95.35 -£63.53

Normal (£165 psf) -£332.24 -£268.60 -£204.97 -£173.15
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£441.86 -£378.22 -£314.59 -£282.77
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15 Units - 15% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £336.10 £515.57 £695.04 £797.34

Normal (£275 psf) £153.41 £332.88 £512.35 £614.65
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£29.28 £150.19 £329.66 £431.96

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £292.48 £346.32 £418.11 £452.21

Normal (£220 psf) £146.33 £200.17 £271.96 £306.06
Recessionary (£200 psf) £0.18 £54.02 £125.81 £159.91

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£74.18 -£20.34 £33.50 £60.42

Normal (£165 psf) -£183.80 -£129.96 -£76.12 -£49.19
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£293.41 -£239.57 -£185.73 -£158.81

 
 

50 Units - 30% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £84.64 £251.14 £417.63 £512.53

Normal (£275 psf) -£87.62 £78.88 £245.37 £340.27
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£259.87 -£93.38 £73.11 £168.01

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £37.51 £87.46 £154.05 £185.69

Normal (£220 psf) -£100.30 -£50.35 £16.25 £47.88
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£238.11 -£188.16 -£121.56 -£89.93

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£309.32 -£259.37 -£209.42 -£184.45

Normal (£165 psf) -£412.67 -£362.72 -£312.77 -£287.80
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£519.46 -£469.51 -£419.56 -£394.59
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50 Units - 15% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £345.84 £482.06 £618.27 £695.91

Normal (£275 psf) £173.55 £309.76 £445.97 £523.61
Recessionary (£250 psf) £1.33 £137.55 £273.76 £351.40

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £232.12 £272.98 £327.47 £353.35

Normal (£220 psf) £94.35 £135.21 £189.70 £215.58
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£43.43 -£2.56 £51.92 £77.80

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£126.71 -£85.85 -£44.98 -£24.55

Normal (£165 psf) -£230.04 -£189.18 -£148.31 -£127.88
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£336.89 -£296.03 -£255.17 -£234.73

 
 

 

200 units - 30% Affordable Housing
High Value Area

Resi EUV+30%
1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£27.14 £131.03 £289.20 £379.35
Normal (£275 psf) -£182.33 -£24.16 £134.01 £224.17

Recessionary (£250 psf) -£337.51 -£179.34 -£21.18 £68.98

Medium Value Area
Resi EUV+30%

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£51.62 -£4.16 £59.10 £89.16

Normal (£220 psf) -£175.76 -£128.31 -£65.04 -£34.99
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£299.91 -£252.46 -£189.19 -£159.14

Low Value Area
Resi EUV+30%

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£360.79 -£313.34 -£265.89 -£242.16

Normal (£165 psf) -£453.90 -£406.45 -£359.00 -£335.28
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£552.76 -£505.31 -£457.85 -£434.13
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200 units - 15% Affordable Housing
High Value Area

Land Values (per acre)
1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) £219.80 £350.81 £481.83 £556.50
Normal (£275 psf) £64.61 £195.62 £326.63 £401.30

Recessionary (£250 psf) -£90.59 £40.42 £171.43 £246.10

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) £135.55 £174.85 £227.26 £252.15

Normal (£220 psf) £11.39 £50.69 £103.10 £127.99
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£112.77 -£73.46 -£21.06 £3.83

Low Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

350,000 275,000 200,000 162,500
Peak/optimistic (£180 psf) -£184.52 -£145.22 -£105.92 -£86.26

Normal (£165 psf) -£277.64 -£238.34 -£199.04 -£179.38
Recessionary (£150 psf) -£376.60 -£337.30 -£297.99 -£278.34

 
 

    Waterfront residential development - 30% Affordable Housing
High Value Area - with undercroft parking

Land Values (per acre)
1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£401.28 -£258.86 -£116.44 -£35.26
Normal (£275 psf) -£552.42 -£410.00 -£267.58 -£186.40

Recessionary (£250 psf) -£712.35 -£569.93 -£427.51 -£346.33

High Value Area - without undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£269.71 -£127.29 £15.13 £96.31

Normal (£275 psf) -£420.87 -£278.45 -£136.03 -£54.85
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£572.17 -£429.75 -£287.32 -£206.14

Medium Value Area - with undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£463.45 -£420.73 -£363.76 -£336.70

Normal (£220 psf) -£592.63 -£549.91 -£492.94 -£465.88
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£722.64 -£679.91 -£622.94 -£595.88

Medium Value Area - without undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£323.26 -£280.54 -£223.57 -£196.51

Normal (£220 psf) -£452.11 -£409.39 -£352.42 -£325.36
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£581.25 -£538.53 -£481.56 -£454.50
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    Waterfront residential development - 15% Affordable Housing
High Value Area - with undercroft parking

Land Values (per acre)
1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£125.46 -£8.17 £109.12 £175.97
Normal (£275 psf) -£248.18 -£130.89 -£13.60 £53.25

Recessionary (£250 psf) -£426.56 -£309.27 -£191.98 -£125.13

High Value Area - without undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£17.11 £100.17 £217.46 £284.32

Normal (£275 psf) -£139.83 -£22.54 £94.74 £161.60
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£318.21 -£200.93 -£83.64 -£16.79

Medium Value Area - with undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£229.90 -£194.71 -£147.80 -£125.51

Normal (£220 psf) -£592.63 -£549.91 -£492.94 -£465.88
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£722.64 -£679.91 -£622.94 -£595.88

Medium Value Area - without undercroft parking
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£120.40 -£85.21 -£38.30 -£16.01

Normal (£220 psf) -£213.13 -£177.95 -£131.03 -£108.75
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£371.13 -£335.94 -£289.03 -£266.74

 
Appraisal results for Residential C3 (high-rises: 6 storeys or more) category: £0 per 
square metre 

 

    High Rise - 30% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£286.59 -£242.97 -£199.35 -£174.49

Normal (£275 psf) -£432.35 -£388.73 -£345.11 -£320.25
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£579.02 -£535.40 -£491.78 -£466.92

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£541.94 -£528.86 -£511.41 -£503.12

Normal (£220 psf) -£660.07 -£646.98 -£629.54 -£621.25
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£778.46 -£765.37 -£747.92 -£739.64
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    High Rise - 15% Affordable Housing

High Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

1,000,000 750,000 500,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic (£300 psf) -£30.18 £5.74 £41.67 £62.14

Normal (£275 psf) -£170.55 -£134.63 -£98.70 -£78.23
Recessionary (£250 psf) -£318.36 -£282.44 -£246.52 -£226.04

Medium Value Area
Land Values (per acre)

450,000 375,000 275,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (£240 psf) -£298.54 -£287.77 -£273.40 -£266.57

Normal (£220 psf) -£417.65 -£406.88 -£392.51 -£385.68
Recessionary (£200 psf) -£537.34 -£526.57 -£512.20 -£505.37
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   Student Accommodation - Low Rise (less than 6 storeys)

High Build Cost Scenario (£36,000 per unit)

High Value Area Land Values (per acre)
700,000 550,000 400,000 275,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £20.21 £61.91 £103.61 £115.42
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£160.57 -£118.87 -£77.17 -£65.36

Medium Value Area Land Values (per acre)
600,000 450,000 300,000 175,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £48.01 £89.71 £131.41 £151.56
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£132.77 -£91.07 -£49.37 -£29.22

Medium Build Cost Scenario (£27,000 per unit)

High Value Area Land Values (per acre)
700,000 550,000 400,000 275,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £271.21 £327.46 £383.71 £399.65
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) £90.43 £146.68 £202.93 £218.87

Medium Value Area Land Values (per acre)
600,000 450,000 300,000 175,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £308.71 £364.96 £421.21 £448.40
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) £127.93 £184.18 £240.43 £267.62

Low Value Area Land Values (per acre)
500,000 375,000 275,000 125,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £346.21 £393.08 £430.58 £472.77
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) £165.43 £212.31 £249.81 £291.99

Low Build Cost Scenario (£22,800 per unit)

Medium Value Area Land Values (per acre)
600,000 450,000 300,000 175,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £485.04 £541.29 £597.54 £624.73
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) £304.26 £360.51 £416.76 £443.95

Low Value Area Land Values (per acre)
500,000 375,000 275,000 125,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £522.54 £569.42 £606.92 £649.10
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) £341.76 £388.64 £426.14 £468.33
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   Student Accommodation - High Rise (6 storeys or more)

High Build Cost Scenario (£48,000 per unit)

High Value Area Land Values (per acre)
700,000 550,000 400,000 275,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) -£321.36 -£299.12 -£276.88 -£270.58
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£511.89 -£489.65 -£467.41 -£461.11

Medium Value Area Land Values (per acre)
600,000 450,000 300,000 175,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) -£306.53 -£284.29 -£262.05 -£251.30
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£497.06 -£474.82 -£452.58 -£441.83

Low Build Cost Scenario (£36,675 per unit)

High Value Area Land Values (per acre)
700,000 550,000 400,000 275,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £118.97 £141.21 £163.45 £169.75
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£66.44 -£44.20 -£21.96 -£15.66

Medium Value Area Land Values (per acre)
600,000 450,000 300,000 175,000

Peak/optimistic value (£54,000 per unit) £133.80 £156.04 £178.28 £189.03
Normal value (£48,000 per unit) -£51.62 -£29.38 -£7.14 £3.61

 
 

Appraisal results for the C2 (care homes) 
 

Care Homes

High Value Area Land Values (per acre)
800,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (High rental level) £162.48 £221.48
Normal (Medium rental level) -£197.44 -£138.44

Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£376.98 -£317.98

Medium Value Land Values (per acre)
600,000 227,500

Peak/optimistic (High rental level) £189.15 £238.82
Normal (Medium rental level) -£170.78 -£121.11

Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£350.31 -£300.64

Lower Value Land Values (per acre)
450,000 162,500

Peak/optimistic (High rental level) £209.15 £247.48
Normal (Medium rental level) -£150.78 -£112.44

Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£330.31 -£291.98
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Appraisal results for employment uses (offices, R&D, light industry, storage, and 
distribution) category  
 

City Centre Offices
High Value Area

Land Values (per acre)
300,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic (High rental level) -£887.46 -£889.85
Normal (Medium rental level) -£1,342.78 -£1,345.17

Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£1,425.48 -£1,427.87

Medium Value
Land Values (per acre)

175,000 227,500
Peak/optimistic (High rental level) -£882.27 -£884.45

Normal (Medium rental level) -£1,337.58 -£1,339.77
Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£1,420.29 -£1,422.47

Out of Town Offices
Medium Value Area

Land Values (per acre)
175,000 227,500

Peak/optimistic (High rental level) -£494.09 -£504.76
Normal (Medium rental level) -£874.53 -£885.20

Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£947.48 -£958.15
  

Industrial
           Land Values (per acre)

275,000 175,000 125,000
Peak/optimistic (High rental level) -£7.72 £53.26 £83.74

Normal (Medium rental level) -£190.24 -£129.27 -£98.78
Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£229.10 -£168.13 -£137.64

  
 
 
Appraisal results for Hotels and Cinemas: £0 per square metre 
 
Cinema            Land Values (per acre)

550,000 500,000 450,000 EUV + 30%
Peak/optimistic (High rental level) -£245.13 -£234.37 -£223.61 -£203.70

Normal (Medium rental level) -£433.53 -£422.77 -£412.01 -£364.13
Recessionary (Lower rental level) -£786.67 -£775.91 -£765.15 -£703.28

Hotel            Land Values (per acre)
550,000 500,000 450,000 EUV + 30%

Peak/optimistic (High rinvestment value) -£138.24 -£127.82 -£117.41 -£98.14
Normal (Medium investment value) -£267.83 -£257.42 -£247.00 -£200.65

Recessionary (Low investment value) -£339.33 -£328.92 -£318.50 -£258.60
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Appraisal results for retail (excluding food stores of 1,000 m2 or greater)  

Retail (less than 1,000 m2)

Small local/district centre retail unit (66 m2)
Land Values (per acre)

400,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic £62.84 £114.73

300,000 227,500
Normal -£69.35 £19.17

200,000 162,500
Recessionary -£113.64 -£67.86

Large local/district centre retail unit (279 m2)
Land Values (per acre)

400,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic £471.06 £498.50

300,000 227,500
Normal £61.50 £108.31

200,000 162,500
Recessionary -£120.14 -£95.93

District Centre retail units (anchored by foodstore) (5,019 m2 total, 279 m2/unit)
Land Values (per acre)

600,000 357,500
Peak/optimistic -£86.55 £94.65

550,000 227,500
Normal -£488.90 -£247.93

500,000 162,500
Recessionary -£693.02 -£440.84

City centre retail (446 m2) Land Values (per acre)
   Prime

1,000,000
Peak/optimistic £3,024.81

Normal £1,798.08
Recessionary £1,081.55

800,000
   Secondary £971.05

600,000
   Tertiary £97.13  
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Appraisal results for superstores / supermarkets (1,000 m2 or greater)  

Food retail (1,000m2 or greater)

Large foodstore (8,364 m2) Land Values (per acre)
1,500,000 1,180,000 740,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic £634.42 £913.71 £1,297.72 £1,631.55

1,250,000 910,000 570,000 227,500
Normal £179.28 £476.02 £772.76 £1,071.67

1,000,000 550,000 350,000 162,500
Recessionary -£383.05 £9.69 £184.24 £347.88

Medium sized food store (2,323 m2) Land Values (per acre)
1,500,000 1,180,000 740,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic £899.29 £1,103.48 £1,384.24 £1,628.32

1,250,000 910,000 570,000 227,500
Normal £311.96 £528.92 £745.87 £964.42

1,000,000 550,000 350,000 162,500
Recessionary -£302.28 -£15.14 £112.48 £232.12

Small food store (1,000 m2) Land Values (per acre)
1,000,000 1,180,000 740,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic £560.46 £663.76 £812.96 £1,032.47

800,000 910,000 570,000 227,500
Normal £217.50 £280.63 £412.62 £609.17

600,000 550,000 350,000 162,500
Recessionary -£91.86 -£120.56 £22.91 £130.51

District Centre food store (5,019 m2) Land Values (per acre)
1,500,000 1,200,000 800,000 357,500

Peak/optimistic £714.66 £938.83 £1,237.71 £1,568.36

1,250,000 1,150,000 750,000 227,500
Normal £63.60 £138.32 £437.21 £827.63

1,000,000 850,000 450,000 162,500
Recessionary -£361.43 -£249.35 £49.54 £264.37  
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